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Abstract: The optimal function of a water distribution network is reached when the consumer
demands are satisfied using the lowest quantity of energy, maintaining the minimal pressure required
at the same time. One way to achieve this is through optimization of flow rate injection based on the
use of the setpoint curve concept. In order to obtain that, a methodology is proposed. It allows for the
assessment of the flow rate and pressure head that each pumping station has to provide for the proper
functioning of the network while the minimum power consumption is kept. The methodology can be
addressed in two ways: the discrete method and the continuous method. In the first method, a finite
set of combinations is evaluated between pumping stations. In the continuous method, the search
for the optimal solution is performed using optimization algorithms. In this paper, Hooke–Jeeves
and Nelder–Mead algorithms are used. Both the hydraulics and the objective function used by the
optimization are solved through EPANET and its Toolkit. Two case studies are evaluated, and the
results of the application of the different methods are discussed.
Keywords: water; energy; pressure; optimization; network; pumping; setpoint curve
1. Introduction
The growth of urban areas as a result of the increment in population entails that the water
resource supply in drinking water networks are insufficient [1]. This is mainly due to the breakdown
of pressure head occurring in the network nodes. Increasing water flows entail a greater energy
requirement and therefore higher costs at pumping stations. On the other hand, leakage because of
aging and infrastructure breaks on networks lead to a growing water demand that increases the energy
consumption in order to meet the network requirements [2].
One common counter-measure is to add a new water source using pumps [3]. Undoubtedly, the
best way to regulate a water distribution network is to use reservoirs or tanks. That is, all the water
supplied from the sources is forced to pass through tanks located at points with enough elevation
to ensure minimum pressure in the network. This situation presents significant advantages from an
operational point of view: network control becomes easier, and operation strategies are simpler in
terms of reducing energy costs. However, it is not always possible to install these tanks or reservoirs.
There are networks primarily fed by groundwater, which require heavy pumps to extract water from
the supply sources or networks where the land does not have enough elevation to install tanks. In these
circumstances, using pumps directly connected to the network is the only mechanism that guarantees
supplying water with the minimum pressure requirements.
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These pumping stations supply water directly to the water network, so their operating conditions
should adapt to the demand flows in every moment. In fact, this solution entails that networks with
insufficient flow but potentially operable in an efficient way (in the case of using regulating tanks)
become networks with a sufficient flow (adding as many pumps as necessary) but inefficient from an
energy point of view.
Hydraulic Institute, Europump, and the Office of Industrial Technologies [4] point out that
pumping stations consume around 20% of the world’s energy demand. It is also pointed out that 90%
of the whole life cost of a pumping station is due to energy costs [5–7]. Thus, any step taken to reduce
this consumption is important.
Many works have been developed in order to obtain optimization models of pumping stations [8,9]
to achieve a better performance that saves energy and brings down costs. The optimization of the
pumping schedule of a water distribution network requires a mathematical formulation for both the
characteristic curve of the pumps and the resistant curve of the installation. Vitasovic [10] proposes
three equations that describe a pumping system: (a) a pumping curve; (b) an efficiency curve of the
pump; and (c) a system curve. The first two curves are proportioned by the manufacturer, and the
latter is obtained from the network.
Yin et al. [11] dealt with the reduction of energetic consumption in fixed speed pumping systems
by reducing the pump cycles and controlling the frequency of starting and stopping pumps. Later
works agree in that a better energetic efficiency is possible through the use of variable speed driven
pumps. This is intended to achieve minimum pressure levels and leakages, as well as better control of
pumping schedules and of the filling and emptying of tanks [12]. Planells Alandi et al. [13] presented a
decision support system based on the number of variable and fixed speed pumps in a pumping station.
For the optimum regulation of a pumping system, the pumping operation curve should be adjusted to
the height curve of the system (or resistant curve), thus minimizing excess discharge height for each
demand [13–16].
Wu & Gao [2] focused on a multi-objective optimal pump schedule problem with three objectives:
the minimization of operation costs including energy costs and treatment costs, the minimization
of maintenance related to the number of pump switches, and the maximization of the hydraulic
service level.
In pressurized irrigation networks, some measurements have been adopted to optimize energy
demand and costs. They include network sectorization, energy audits, pumping station adaptation
to a wide range of demand scenarios, and the detection of critical nodes to reach better pressure
regulation [17–20]. However, most of these research works were developed for branch networks with
a single water supply point.
Research works by Fernández-García et al. [21,22] focused on the implementation of the above
measures for multiple source networks, which is more complex due to the fact that pressure heads in
each pumping station have to be estimated at the same time.
Araujo et al. [23] faced the energy saving by means of leakage minimization using valves and
establishing their number and location, as well as their opening degree. Nazif et al. [24] address
pressure management by regulating the storage level, minimizing leakage at the same time. For that
purpose, a genetic algorithm was used.
Recent publications [25–27] remark on the benefits of real-time pump scheduling, which permits
treatment with short-term demand variations and minimize operation costs. Nevertheless, this is
difficult to achieve since a new infrastructure has to be implemented and historical information should
be available in order to obtain warm solutions and reduce calculation times.
The present work does not directly address the energy optimization of multiple pumping stations.
However, it does aim to obtain a minimum energy curve or setpoint curve for each pumping station.
The setpoint curve represents the pressure head required in each water source to deliver a specific flow
rate while the minimum pressure at the critical node of the network is guaranteed [28,29].
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Moreover, when the pressure is adjusted to a minimum, leakage can be decreased, thereby
reducing the water demand and energy consumed. In this work, pressure-dependent consumptions
are not considered.
To build the setpoint curve, a search of the optimal flow rates and pressure heads for each pumping
station that would reduce energy consumption to a minimum should be performed. Therefore, a
nonlinear multidimensional problem with constraints is presented. To solve this problem, it will be
split into two levels. In the inferior level, the hydraulics will be settled by EPANET [30], and the
superior level is directed to find out the optimal flow rates and pressure heads.
The optimal resolution for this problem can be addressed by discrete or continuous methods.
Both options are considered in this work. On the one hand, the discrete methods search for an optimal
solution in a finite set of potential solutions. In this work, a finite set of flows and pressure heads to be
supplied by each pump station is evaluated in order to determine the best solution.
On the other hand, continuous optimization takes any values permitted by the constraints and
leads the search of the optimal solution through optimization algorithms. Nowadays, the use of
evolutionary-metaheuristic techniques, such as genetic algorithms, ant colony, and shuffle frogs
leaping, among others, is common [31–33]. However, due to the short number of dimensions, two
direct search methods were applied: Hooke–Jeeves (H-J) [34] and Nelder–Mead (N-M) [35]. Finally,
two case studies are presented in order to validate the methodology.
2. Setpoint Curve
Setpoint curve might be defined as a theoretical curve that points out the minimum energy
(in terms of pressure head) required on source points (storage, pumping station) to meet the minimum
pressure required in each demand in the network, i.e., it is a representation of the pressure head versus
the flow at a given point in the system.
There is one setpoint curve for each supply source. In many cases, the resistance curve is confused
with the setpoint curve; nevertheless, they are not the same. To clarify their differences, a simple
case has been considered. Thus, in Figure 1, a pump supplying water to a consumer is represented.
The consumer can be represented in two different ways: as a demand node (QD) in point D where
a minimum pressure pr,min is required, or a resistive element which discharges freely to a particular
level. In fact, pr,min is defined as the pressure that is necessary at point D in order to guarantee that the
flow through the resistance Rv is the demand QD. These two ways of representing consumption is
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source:  either a pumping  system or a  reservoir. Both  the definition of  the  setpoint  curve and  its 
Figure 1. Supply to a consumer (D) from a pump. Setpoint curve at point O.
The d finition of the setpoint curve i independent of the system u d to supply wa er from
the source: either a pumping system or a reservoir. Both the definition of the setpoint curve and its
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calculation are exactly the same whether the system is supplied through reservoirs as if the system is
supplied by pumps. Provided that the supply system does not affect the calculation of the setpoint
curve, this study has focused on the case in which there is a pump in the system.
At some instant, a resistance value Rv,1 has been fixed in the consumer. At that moment, the
resistant curve of the installation is the result of adding the difference of levels ∆z and the head losses
in the system. The intersection of this resistance curve with the pump curve establishes the operating
point (P1) and therefore defines the flow Q1 and the pressure head required (H1) at point O in Figure 1.
However, if the consumer of Figure 1 demands a flow rate Q1 (Figure 2), the minimum head necessary
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Figure 2. Setpoint curve and resistant curve.
Mathematically, the head H1 is computed as
H1 = ∆z + RQ21 + RvQ
2
1 (1)
where R is the resistance of the pipeline between the points O and D. Meanwhile, the head Hc,1 is
calculated by setting the minimum pressure at point D and considering the required head at point O.




Th refore, for a certain flow Q1, th values of the minimum head required (Hc,1) and the head
(H1) that is finally driven by the supply system (a pump in this case) can be very diffe ent. In fact, the
closer the value of H1 is to Hc,1, the better the performance of the regulation system.
The efficiency of the control system is based on finding a supply system that provides only the
energy required for each flow. However, this work is not focused on the efficiency of the regulation
system. The aim of this work was to determine the minimum energy required on each source in
order to obtain proper operation of the system. Hence, this energy supplied by each source will be
independent of the system used (a pump, several pumps in parallel, a reservoir, etc.).
In a real cas , the consumer demand flow varies over time. In other words, the value of the
resistance Rv takes diff rent values alo g the time; therefore, different resistanc s curv s are generated
(dashed lines in Figure 2). The consequence of this te oral variation of flow is the appearance
of a curve that includes all the minimum head pressure required at the source—the setpoint curve.
This curve is completely different from the curve that eventually defines the operating point of the
network—the pump curve in this case.
Once the concept of the setpoint curve has been analyzed for a simple case, it is necessary to
study how to extend this methodology to the case of a complex water distribution network (WDN).
Specifically, it will show how to extend the methodology to calculate the setpoint curve of a system
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from a particular source of supply. To do this, a hydraulic model representing the behavior of the
network is required. This must include the network topology, including demand nodes, pipes, valves,
pumps, and sources. In this paper, EPANET [30] has been use as a calculation engine for the hydraulic
analysis of the network behavior in different flow scenarios.
The most significant aspect of the hydraulic model, to be useful in determining the curve, is the
representation of supply sources. From a real point of view, a flow contribution to the network can be
done in two different ways: by an elevated tank or by a pumping system. In this paper, as described
above, attention is focused on water supply networks fed by pumping stations. Therefore, each source
represents every point immediately downstream the pumping stations necessary to supply water to
the network.
Thus, as a general rule, sources are represented as points in which the flow rate to be provided
is determined. From this flow, the pressure head required in these points is determined to ensure
network operation under the previously defined conditions of the minimum pressure required—in
short, as a result of the process flow and pressure head required in each source are obtained. These
flow-head values are independent of the pumping station and the regulation system necessary to
achieve them. That is, once the flow-head pairs of values required at all times are selected, a pumping
station and a control system can be selected in order to meet pressure and flow reference levels.
Therefore, from the viewpoint of the mathematical model, the sources are represented as node
injection (negative demand nodes). Representing all sources as injection nodes presents two clear
problems for the hydraulic model. First, the sum of the flow rates of all injection nodes was equal to
the total flow rate demanded by the network. Second, if all sources are represented as consumption
nodes, there cannot be a pressure reference point on the network. In this regard, it should be reminded
that, in order to perform network analysis [30], it is always necessary to have at least one pressure
node (a reservoir or a tank).
In short, one source is always represented as a reservoir and the rest are represented as injection
nodes. In these injection nodes, the flow will be fixed, and the head remains unknown. These heads
must be determined in a way that ensures these flows. The source represented as a reservoir do not
need to define the injected flow, as it will supply the remaining flow to complete the entire demand.
In this reservoir the head will be set up. The head will be modified until the minimum pressure
condition in the worst node is guaranteed.
The basic steps to determine the setpoint curve are those collected schematically in Figure 3.
The first step is to have a mathematical model of the network and establish a distribution of flow
between its demand nodes. The aim is to distribute the total demand between the nodes of the network
for any of the demanded flow scenarios. That is, applying the methodology requires performing the
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Figure 3. Flow chart for obtaining the setpoint curve.
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The next step is to set the source that is represented as a reservoir, while the other sources are
represented as injection nodes. Then, an arbitrary value is allocated to the head (HR,0) in the sources
represented as a reservoir. Thus, for a given stage (j), both the total demand of the network (Qj) and
its distribution between the different nodes are known. The flow rate to be supplied (QS,n) by each
source (n) is calculated as a fixed proportion (xs) of the total flow demanded (Qj). Mathematically, this
relation can be expressed as
Qsn = xS ×Qj ∀n = 1, ..., Ns− 1; ∀j = 1, ... , Nst. (3)
The above equation can be applied to the sources represented as injection nodes (the number
of sources Ns except one) and for the number of stages (Nst). Once the values xs are established, the





point of the method, the advantage of having a system with only one pressure node is used. Thus, the
head at the source represented as a reservoir is corrected to ensure that pressure in the critical node is
exactly the minimum pressure required. That is, this head (HR) is defined as






The same correction performed in the head of the source represented as the reservoir must
be performed on the values of the head in the other sources. In short, with this new head, HR, a
new hydraulic network analysis must be performed. The result of this analysis is the values of the
piezometric head required in each source to ensure the operating conditions of the network in the
scenario j considered. Finally, to determine the pressure that is necessary to supply to every source,
subtracting the head and the topographic elevation is enough. In the case of the source represented as
a reservoir, the pressure head required (HRPH) is calculated by the expression,
HRPH = HR − ZR (5)
where ZR is the elevation of the source. A similar expression can be applied to the other sources
represented by node injection.
In short, the result of applying this methodology (Figure 3) to each flow scenario (j) leads to
obtaining a head-flow curve at each source. This set of pairs of values H-Q represents the setpoint
curve of every source. That is, it indicates the minimum conditions to be supplied to each source. Each
setpoint curve has as many points as it has stages (j), varying from the minimum to the peak values of
the demand [37].
3. Optimization Function
The optimization problem arises when the flow rates and pressure heads of each water source
that produce the minimum energy consumption are unknown. Hence, the objective function involves
the minimum energy consumption as a result of the sum of the product between the pressure heads
and flow rates. To find the minimum, a number of combinations of flow rates have to be tested to meet
the specific demand (j) on the network. The function is shown below:




n,j × PHcn,j) (6)
where Qscn,j is the flow rate supplied by the source n, for the combination c, in the stage (j); PH
c
n,j is the
pressure head of the source n, for the combination c, in the stage (j); and Ns is the number of sources.
The objective function is subject to the following restrictions:
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1. The total flow fed into the network system from all sources must equal the total flow rate
demanded on stage (j).
∑Nsn=1 Qscn,j = Qj (7)
2. The flow rate supplied for each source will be as low as 0 and as high as the total flow
rate demands.
0 ≤ Qscn,j ≤ Qj (8)
The hydraulic model must accomplish certain constraints: flow rate and energy conservation,
pressure restrictions, and a lack of negativity restrictions for some variables.
To find the optimal solution of the objective function, two methods are proposed: discrete and
continuous. Both are described in the following section.
3.1. Discrete Method
This method consists of testing a finite set of combinations of flow rates injected into the network




. The process ends when the optimal enabling meets the total
demand of the network while maintaining minimum energy consumption. The objective function
will have to be assessed as many times as combinations of flow rates tested for a specific stage (j).
The value of Qscn,j of each source (n) is calculated as shown in Equation (3). In this case, the flow rate
of the reservoir (QcR,j) is obtained as result of the model.
The number of combinations (Nc) depends on two variables: the number of sources (Ns) and
the increment of x (∆x) between each combination. A smaller value of ∆x and a large value of Ns
entails that a large number of combinations will be evaluated. On the other hand, it has to be taken
into account that the total number of evaluations of the objective function depends also on the number
of stages (Nst). To apply the discrete method, it is necessary to follow the same procedure, taking into
account the number of stages (Nst), the number of combinations (Nc), and the number of sources (Ns).
The analysis of the next stage (j) can only be done once the minimum of the objective function has been
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Considering the high number of combinations, the use of an optimization algorithm is justified,
as described in next section.
3.2. Continuous Method
Unlike the discrete method, it is not necessary to construct a finite set of distributions of the
injected flow rates to find the optimum, since the search will depend on the number of evaluations of
the objective function performed by the search algorithm. It is important to select the algorithms that
better fit the problem [38]. In this work, two algorithms have been chosen with the goal to contrast the
results: the H-J algorithm and the N-M algorithm. Both of them share the following characteristics:
(a) there is no need for derivatives of the function; (b) they allow multidimensional searching; and
(c) certain types of constraints are allowed.
3.2.1. The Hooke–Jeeves Algorithm
A full description of this method can be found in [34]. This direct method performs the search in
the N dimensions of the problem; therefore, N search directions are needed. Whenever a better value
of the function is reached, the search moves in that direction. It could be said that this method depends
on two movements: exploratory movement and pattern movement.
The exploratory movement searches through the N-dimensional function with a determined
stride length. The search is performed in both positive and negative directions to find the best possible
result. Once you have tested all directions and senses and a better value has been found, the search
has been successful and pattern movement begins. On the other hand, if it is not possible to find a
better solution, it is judged whether it has reached the optimum value—otherwise, the step length is
changed and the exploratory movement begins again.
The pattern movement is a jumping movement, where the optimum previous point in conjunction
with the optimum current point is used to find a third point. If this third point results in a better
function value, then it becomes the new initial point and the exploratory movement starts again.
On the other hand, if the third point is worse, the new initial point will be optimum current point and
the exploratory movement will be reinitiated.
Special consideration should be taken regarding the stride length and the starting point of the
search. A small stride length can lead to better search results, while greater one generate worse results.
Nevertheless, major calculating time is needed. Moreover, the H-J algorithm has problems with local
optima, so the start point has to be as close as possible to the global optimum point. This can be done
by using restrictions. To be sure of achieving the optimal function value, it is recommended that some
searches changing the stride length or the start point are performed.
3.2.2. The Nelder–Mead Algorithm
This algorithm is one of the best known algorithms for multidimensional unconstrained optimization
without derivatives, and a full description of the method can be found in [35]. The method starts making
the function evaluation for the n + 1 vertexes of a simplex. This method consists of four movements:
reflection, expansion, contraction, and shrink. In each iteration, a new simplex is formed.
Once each point of the vertex is allocated with their respective function value, the worst point is
reflected. If a new better function value is found, and it is within the function values of other n vertexes,
the iteration is finished and the worst value is replaced. The movement of the expansion is done when
the value of the function obtained from the reflection point is the best. Moreover, if the reflection point
is within the two worst values or it is the worst, the contraction movement begins. If the contraction
movement does not produce better function values, the shrink movement is performed. After each
movement, a new simplex is built, and the search for the optimal value starts again. This procedure is
repeated until a stop criterion is accomplished.
Like the H-J method, it is recommended that some searches using different starting points are
performed to make sure that the values obtained are optimal.
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4. Case Studies
To apply the procedures described above, two case studies are proposed. Both cases correspond
to the water distribution network of two cities in Spain, one of 30,000 inhabitants (TF network) and the
other of 50,000 (Catinen network). In order to develop these case studies, only the strategic models of
the networks were considered. That is, for each of the networks, only the main pipes and the demand
allocation are provided. These two strategic models are used to implement the setpoint curve concept
and to study the differences between the discrete and continuous methods.
4.1. The TF Network
This network has four water supply sources, three of which are represented as injection nodes
(N16, N17, and N18) and the other one as a reservoir (P0). The elevation of node N16 is 8 m, and the
other sources have an elevation equal to zero. It has 18 nodes and 24 pipes, and the average flow rate
demanded is 100 L/s. The described network can be seen in Figure 5. Information about nodes and
pipelines is described in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The roughness of all pipelines is 0.1 mm.
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ID  Elev (m)  Demand (L/s) ID Elev (m) Demand (L/s) 
N1  8  5  N11  7  10 
N2  8  4  N12  5  5 
N3  5  3  N13  4  2 
N4  8  4  N14  3  10 
N5  4  3  N15  3  15 
N6  2  8  N16  4  0 
N7  5  7  N17  0  0 
N8  6  10  N18  0  0 
N9  2  9  P0  0  0 
N10  7  5       
Table 2. TF Network. Pipelines information. 
Node1  Node2  Length (m)  Diameter (mm) Node1 Node2 Length (m) Diameter (mm) 
N1  N2  200  150  N11  N4  250  150 
N2  N3  150  100  N8  N12  250  80 
N3  N4  150  100  N5  N13  100  60 
N4  N1  200  200  N3  N12  98  60 
N5  N6  200  60  N3  N14  300  80 
N7  N8  400  80  N14  N15  500  80 
N6  N7  300  60  N2  N15  400  100 
N8  N5  300  80  N1  P0  1500  250 
N8  N4  250  150  N16  N10  125  100 
N7  N9  300  100  N12  N13  52  60 
N10  N11  300  100  N17  N12  1  2000 
N9  N16  125  100  N14  N18  1  1000 
N11  N7  300  80         
i r . F et or .
able 1. The TF et ork. ode infor ation.
ID Elev (m) Demand (L/s) ID Elev (m) Demand (L/s)
N1 8 5 N11 7 10
N2 8 4 N12 5 5
N3 5 3 N13 4 2
N4 8 4 N14 3 10
N5 4 3 N15 3 15
N6 2 8 N16 4 0
N7 5 7 N17 0 0
N8 6 10 N18 0 0
N9 2 9 P0 0 0
N10 7 5
The minimum pressure required in the network is pN, min = 45 m. Figure 6 shows the distribution
among the different sources applying the H-J algorithm. The X-axis represents the ratio between
the deman in each stage and the maximum deman (Qmax) in the e work. The Y-axis shows the
relation between the flow supplied by each source and the flow demanded in each stage (Qsn/Qj, in
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percentage). As is evident, this figure shows the importance of knowing the distribution among the
different water sources. The flow rate distributions are influenced mainly by the potential energy of
water sources, i.e., its elevation. If it is taken into account that only node N16 has potential energy,
it seems logical that it will assume a major distribution quantity, as is shown in Figure 6. Otherwise,
according to the flow rate demand, increased distribution becomes more uniform as a result of other
variables: the location of the water sources, the network configuration, pipe sizing, multiple critical
points, and others.
Table 2. TF Network. Pipelines information.
Node1 Node2 Length (m) Diameter (mm) Node1 Node2 Length (m) Diameter (mm)
N1 N2 200 150 N11 N4 250 150
N2 N3 150 100 N8 N12 250 80
N3 N4 150 100 N5 N13 100 60
N4 N1 200 200 N3 N12 98 60
N5 N6 200 60 N3 N14 300 80
N7 N8 400 80 N14 N15 500 80
N6 N7 300 60 N2 N15 400 100
N8 N5 300 80 N1 P0 1500 250
N8 N4 250 150 N16 N10 125 100
N7 N9 300 100 N12 N13 52 60
N10 N11 300 100 N17 N12 1 2000
N9 N16 125 100 N14 N18 1 1000
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understanding of the distribution in a more precise way without the need to excessively deal with 
the objective function. This entails that calculation time is reduced. 
Figure 6. Opti al flow rate distributions (the TF network).
Figure 7 shows the similarities and differences between the results of the different methods. As is
evident, the results are similar but not identical. In the case of the discrete method, this depends on
the finite discrete set of combinations to be scanned. If a lower value of ∆x is applied, the distribution
curves between the two methods will be closer.
Moreover, in the case of the optimization algorithms, the similarity between the results will be
influenced mainly by adjusting the parameters of each algorithm. In the case of the H-J algorithm,
it can produce better results but it requires many more function evaluations and hence more calculation
time. This is mainly due to the adjustment of the stride length to obtain reliable results. However, the
starting point of the search also plays an important role at the moment of finding the optimal solution.















Figure 7. Flow rates distributions by the discrete method and the continuous method of Hooke–Jeeves
(H-J), and Nelder–Mead (N-M).
The N-M algorithm requires less computing time and therefore is more efficient with respect to
the H-J method. This is because the N-M algorithm can define a better search direction in an easier
way. Although both algorithms produce similar results, the choice of either depends on the number of
evaluations of the objective function needed to make a better search for the optimal result.
One of the most important advantages of the continuous method is that it allows for an
understanding of the distribution in a more precise way without the need to excessively deal with the
objective function. This entails that calculation time is reduced.
The optimal setpoint curves of each source, which are useful for regulating pumping stations, are















Figure 8. Setpoint curves for the four sources: N16, N17, N18, and P0.
4.2. Catinen Network
This network (Figure 9) has 30 pipes and 21 junctions, three of which are water sources, and the
remainder demand nodes. The minimum pressure required is pN, min = 45 m. The average flow rate
demanded is 154.20 L/s. The elevation of the three sources is zero. The information about nodes and
pipelines is described in Tables 3 and 4.






ID  Elev (m)  Demand (L/s) ID Elev (m) Demand (L/s) 
N1  9  11.9  N12  7.5  9.4 
N2  7  7.4  N13  8.5  9.6 
N3  5  10.3  N14  9.6  8.8 
N4  7.5  4.6  N15  7.8  5.3 
N5  10  17.5  N16  10  13.8 
N6  9.6  5.1  N17  7.8  4.3 
N7  8  4.9  N18  6  8.4 
N8  9.9  11  N19  6  4.4 
N9  7.8  3.7  F3  0  0 
N10  6  7.5  F2  0  0 
N11  5.3  6.3  F1  0  0 
Table 4. Catinen network. Pipelines information. 
Node1  Node2  Length (m)  Diam. (mm) Roug. Node1 Node2 Length (m) Diam. (mm)  Roug.
N1  N6  253.26  199.20  0.03  N12  N13  268.10  148.40  0.03 
N2  N1  301.88  148.40  0.03  N12  N4  191.92  199.20  0.03 
N2  N3  260.79  199.20  0.03  N5  N13  391.53  123.00  0.03 
N3  N4  345.08  123.00  0.03  N4  N11  268.24  148.40  0.03 
N4  N5  342.25  148.40  0.03  N8  N14  169.26  250.00  0.10 
N6  N7  211.13  148.40  0.03  N14  N15  239.94  250.00  0.10 
N7  N2  301.81  199.20  0.03  N15  N10  384.76  123.00  0.03 
N7  N9  113.47  199.20  0.03  N15  N17  165.81  148.40  0.03 
N9  N8  215.97  250.00  0.10  N17  N16  261.97  199.20  0.03 
N8  N6  146.87  199.20  0.03  N17  N18  354.56  148.40  0.03 
N7  N11  459.60  199.20  0.03  N19  N8  1047.55  498.00  0.03 
N11  N10  142.14  150.00  0.10  N14  N16  204.87  199.20  0.03 
N10  N9  306.66  199.20  0.03  F1  N19  150.00  498.00  0.10 
N10  N18  222.95  148.40  0.03  N5  F3  2000.00  199.20  0.03 
N18  N12  438.65  148.40  0.03  N16  F2  1300.00  199.20  0.03 
Figure 9. Catinen network.
Table 3. Catinen network. Node information.
ID Elev (m) Demand (L/s) ID Elev (m) Demand (L/s)
N1 9 11.9 N12 7.5 9.4
N2 7 7.4 N13 8.5 9.6
N3 5 10.3 N14 9.6 8.8
N4 7.5 4.6 N15 7.8 5.3
N5 10 17.5 N16 10 13.8
N6 9.6 5.1 N17 7.8 4.3
N7 8 4.9 N18 6 8.4
N8 9.9 11 N19 6 4.4
N9 7.8 3.7 F3 0 0
N10 6 7.5 F2 0 0
N11 5.3 6.3 F1 0 0
Table 4. Catinen network. Pipelines information.
Node1 Node2 Length (m) Diam. (mm) Roug. Node1 Node2 Length (m) Diam. (mm) Roug.
N1 N6 253.26 199.20 0.03 N12 N13 268.10 148.40 0.03
N2 N1 301.88 148.40 0.03 N12 N4 191.92 199.20 0.03
N2 N3 260.79 199.20 0.03 N5 N13 391.53 123.00 0.03
3 4 345.08 123.00 0.03 4 1 268.24 148.4 0.03
4 5 2.25 148.4 0.03 8 4 1 9. 6 250.00 0.1
N6 N7 211.13 148.40 0.03 N14 N15 239.94 250.00 0.10
N7 N2 301.81 199.20 0.03 N15 N10 384.76 123.00 0.03
N7 N9 113.47 199.20 0.03 N15 N17 165.81 148.40 0.03
N9 N8 215.97 250.00 0.10 N17 N16 261.97 199.20 0.03
8 6 146.87 199.20 0.03 17 18 354.56 148.40 0.03
7 11 459.60 199.2 0.03 9 N8 1047.55 498.00 0.03
N11 N10 142.14 150.00 0.10 N14 N16 204.87 199.20 0.03
N10 N9 306.66 199.20 0.03 F1 N19 150.00 498.00 0.10
N10 N18 222.95 148.40 0.03 N5 F3 2000.00 199.20 0.03
N18 N12 438.65 148.40 0.03 N16 F2 1300.00 199.20 0.03
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Figure 10 shows the distribution of the water sources F1, F2, and F3. The validity of different
methods has been demonstrated previously in the first case study (TF network), so only the results
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Unlike the first case study, the distributions are shown to be constant. In the first case study, the
critical node changes depending on the total demand flow. However, in this second case, the critical
node remains unchanged for all the stages. It must be reminded that the distributions can be influenced
by other factors such as network topology, energy costs, pumps efficiency, storage capacity, leakages,
and others. Similarly to what was done in the previous example, setpoint curves are presented in
Figure 11. It can be seen that sources F2 and F3 handle a small range of flow rates and bigger pressure
heads. On the contrary, F1 deals with a major range of flow rates and requires lower pressures. Hence,
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Figure 11. Setpoint curves for the three sources: F2, F3, and F1.
5. Conclusions
The m st rel vant contributions of this work are twof ld. The first deals with the setpoint
calculation for multiple water sources. The importance of the setpoint curve lies in the interest of
knowing the optimal pressure head and flow rate to be sup lied by each water source, me ting the
requirements imposed by local regulations. The second one is about the nergy optimization based
on the optimal distribution of flows rates that are injected to the network. Therefore, both energy
consumption and leakages are kept at minimal values.
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The identification of an optimal distribution of flow rates leads to decisions that lead to a better
regulation of pumping systems. The method proposed in this paper also contributes to a description
of the direct impact between the different sources of water in the optimum network operation when a
new water production point is introduced.
The objective function has been solved through both discrete and continuous methods. Discrete
methods involve a large number of calculations that are defined as a function of the number of sources
and the number of combinations. The set of calculations increases as more sources of water production
are considered as well as lower values of ∆x; hence, the use of optimization algorithms is justified.
Otherwise, the continuous method allows for an exploration of a wider range of possible deals
between the different water sources supply. The H-J algorithm and the N-M algorithm were chosen
mainly because they are direct search methods. This means that they require neither the first nor
the second derivative of the objective function. The H-J algorithm provides better optimum values.
Nevertheless, it requires more computing time. Furthermore, the N-M algorithm is more efficient.
The use of the two methods has served mainly to validate the results in the case studies.
The two case studies provide an improved understanding of the field of application of the
methodology exposed. Important questions can be answered, for example, those related to the
identification of critical water sources, the influence of its location, the quantity of water to be provided
by each source, and so on. It must not be forgotten that pressure-dependent consumptions have not
been considered, which will be considered in a future work.
It is important to emphasize that there are aspects that have not been considered yet, some of
which have already been mentioned. The energy costs, as well as the rate policy, are perhaps the most
influential. Another factor that undoubtedly affects the flow rate distribution is the storing capacity
of the network. Issues such as pumps efficiency and demand curves can easily be introduced in the
objective function. It is also important to take network leakages into account. In addition, this process
can be combined with multi-objective functions in order to obtain economic network designs via
genetic algorithms. All these problems should be addressed in future research.
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